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\ In our limbs we have the real gggggg of our gig; -

our real activity. We havr proved that if we try to get our

will imnulses tlrouah our brain and intellccfi we miss the right

poi 1. If we try to awaken our feelings, that is not the gill.

although the heart and the intellect are very closely CDhLClted

with the will. ihe gill is sitting in our aims. qu.ds, lc;s

mud feet and i. general in our tofso. but primalily in on:

limbs. So if we 1ry to exorcise/the objective from ihis special

point or View. we will take it with our limbs, our whale body.

ihe idea of the obJective was given us by Stanislavsky.

but we have added to it the taking of the objective by the wholo

being, not with the intellect qlone. [at us choose a certain

point which it is our objective to iouch. .ow fill your whole

body with.the desire to touch this point. ow try to walk

with your covscianca inside you - try to control your bcdy and

dacide whether your arms are ready to Touch the point - whether

your arms are ready - whemhar your whole body is filled with

this simple deéiro. Ask yourself whether your whole body is

filled with fihia activity. which we call at the momeLL the

desire to touch this paint,‘l am ready to touch this geihl.”

ow tcuch it. then leavs it consciously a“; 1;" ta compu;e
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the state 3? your body whea it is free frtm Lne objective and

when it is filled with the Objective.

:0 be able to take the objective with you: whole

being. if we as“ ourselves whether it was simply and exclusive—

ly a physical action. the answer will be No." because the

\

will power which is awakened in our whole body is entirely a

 

psychological fhi . althout this psychological ingulse we

cannot do this. so if we can realize that the simplest so-called

ohysical action is absolutely a psychological action, we will

be able to understand that each ysycholobical objective. how-

ever complicated it may be, can be taken with the whole body.

if one acts Hamlet fox instuuce, one will find so

many deep psycholozical globloms ahd desires aid objectives

which fill Lamlat's spirit, but we must be awaxe of fine fact

that ihc complicated psycholo;ical Snatcs of hamlet's spirit

can be taken uiLh the whole body.

 

There is nc psychological moment which cannot be

exrerierced by our whole body and this is the secret of taking

the objective as an actor should take it. if you will recall

some performances you have seen, and think of them from tho

poirt of View of the objective, you will see that instead of

actors filled with an objective there was a head walki on

 

the stage with a dead body. the body only movis; because the
 

director asked it to move. fihe body was Lot actiuy at all
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because it was empty -‘only the head was used because the ob-

jective was intellectually ficken"

:he actor of today always has a certain objective,

because he is always doing something on the stage. always

aimihg_ot something. but because the objective is takeh only

with the head we go the impression that a dead body is walking

before us and the question arises ”why shcgld the audience

be asked to come and look at a number of heads?" out the

actor must be in the whole body. Lecause this is the actor.

and the head is not the actor. When our bodies are sufficient-

ly awakened to take the psychological objective. then we have

'ho light to enter the stafie and i0 show our wnele being to

the audience. and to bo expressive with all the means Jud

has given us.

Again I must recall Doctor Steiner's words when he

says that the difference between the head and other part of

the body is that the head is not able to make gestures. while

the body is gesture itself. ufi the stage. actors do quite

the opposite - they try to make 3esiures with the head and

race. which is always wrong. and they do nothing with the body

which is the gesture. l cuh't sit down with my head, but I

can sit down with my whole body. with my head L have nothing

to yerfonn. 5y acting with my whole body. hith my head I have

nothing to perform. By acting with my whole body only then

can I really make an impzession on the audience as an artist.

Hy head cannot make an artistic impression.
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If a painter tries to paint the face he tries to

Show through this part the hholo individuality, and never

the face itself. To paint the face itself is only photography

and this is the point from which we can gain very important

knowledge. Although the face and head are not able to make

gestures, they are here on our shoulders for radiating. we

must have our artisticcontont in the body._and the heed will

radiate our individuality. For instance, the muscles of the

eyes are so fine that they can and must be moved out of the

spiritual content which we have everywhere. So that a very

important rule for actors is never to force our faces to act,

but to leave this marvelous part or our being free so that it

can be a place from which we radiate, without knowing it. when

I am looking at someone I have the objective in my body, and

my face is free to radiate it; At the moment 1 try to work

my face from inside there will only he a grimace.

So we come again to the problem that the objective

must be and can only be taken by the whole being, and not with

the face. The face is something different, and again 1 must

say that Dr. Steiner has discovered that when We look at a

person eye to eye. we get the impression first of all of the

moral qualities of the person. whereas at the moment we look

at the profile, we get at once the impression of his intellectual

abilities. The face has its own task. For instance. in my

face there is a certain cowardice of thinking - 1 am thinking,

dancing: my thoughts are dancing over things and are not bravo
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enough to penetrate into the thing with the will. 1 am dancing

into the thing. and I underbtand it because I have danced into

it. butzl am not able to think day after day about one pro-

blem and reach the solution. Dr. Steiner says that the audi-

onco gets always the impression about the intellectual composi—

tion from the face. Tho actor must not roeuire from his face

and head anything more. If I an acting and I know thie rule -

if 1 am speaking in a sauna which has a moral content, than

as director I would try to show the actor's face to tho audi-

ence and not the profile, while if I wanted to emphasize the

intellectual aido I would of course show more the profile.

In the art or make—up. this is very important. 1 must know

what kind of a profile I must have for my character. For

example, I muet make up my full face with the idea of what I

have to convoy to my audience about the moral qualities of my

character, but this in all I hove to do with my face. To

speak about the intellectual and moral qualities and let the

muscles ohino and radiate, that is all - everything also be-

longs to our whole body.

how please take the objective: "1 want to comfort

someone who is sad." This is more psychological than the other

objective we had. which was to touch the object, but please

try to take the objective, this desire to comfort him. with

your whole body. Ask yourself if you: handu and arms are

full of the desire to comfort. It is absolutely eesontlhl and
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important to take the objective consciously and wittingly,

not so that the objective cbmea accidentally, like a snake,

and passes you so that you do not know whether it is there

or not. dith professional skilfullness you must be able to

take it and leave it. This ability to take the objective

conscisucly and wittingly, will give us not only the necessary

skilfullnass oh the stage but'it will incrgasc our power to

have the objective. when we take something vaguely we are

actually losing our power but when we aro doing the same thing

very consciously starting, and stopping, and continuing, than

it gives us power to be masters of our objectives, and to have

them powerfully. ;

in our uuo of Stanislavsky's invention of the object-

ive, we must know that in one scone on the stage we may need

to change consciously. four or five objectives. we can do

this only if we are mastora of this starting and stopping.

Two menses are actually used - the power of the objective

will come gradually if we exercise it. and the ability to

change the objectives as quickly as we need.

Take another objective: ”1 want to force Alan to

touch the box." This is one of tho approaches to acting out

of our individuality, because unless we are able to fill our

body with this objective-activity, we will never be able to

act by using our creative individuality. without it we become

puppets with that pseudo-freedom which old actors acquire, but

which is only an elaborated screen behind which the actor more
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or less skilfully hides his inability to awaken the creative

spirit. we don't need to do this because we have a method

which appeals immediately to our individuality. So we don't

need these tricks behind which to hide our inability to a-

woken the individuality.

\

If you had been able to watch yourselves in the

simple exercises we have Just done you would see how individu-

 

ally you have pronounccd the uentonccs. You only need 0;

the dooro of your creative individuality and then it will

shout into the whole world its secrets. but when the doors

are shut by our intellect then individuality is not able to

break through. and the tricko come. The objective is one of

the wnys to this individuality which in really the artist in

us. It is actually the reason why we came to this school.

Because we heard this knocking of our creative individuality

to be let out — to say something in our lives. Because we

were born to be active - to create something. Because we

wanted to open the doors. Each profession has its different

doors - the painter has his particular door - we have it in

our body, in our ability to work with our body. so that it

will be an open door to our creative individuality.

The objective. and this power which we have for

fulfilling the objective. has nothing to do with hyynetism.

Very often we confuse these two things so that perhaps some—

times you will get a result, but hypnosis has nothing to do

with creation. and is in fact very deetructive. The danger
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is there but we must realize that the objective is never a

possessive power. In hyanotism there is always a certain

element of annihilation without which it cannot be fulfilled.

because the whole trick is that the individuality of the other

person falls asleep under my power, and he is no longer there.

But wheh two actors have an objective, and they are fighting

together in a very active dialogue. they are not killing

each other. they are giving each other power.

Hith the objective. 1 give my power out - while with

hypnotism I take your power. Very often actors mako this

mintaka with the audience. when they try instinctively to hold

the audience. The idea is right put sometimes the means is

wrong. Because they sometimes hate the audience, they fear

the audience. the audience is their enemy and they try to

impose their—oncmy—and~:ho¥.ir¥—u>dap
oso their acting. their

gesture, their uoliloquy on the audience. This is quite Ur;— .

The audience must be considered as a partner and we oimply

have to give ourselves-to it. as to our partner on the stage.

Another objective: "I want to leave the room by that

door." The condition is that Alan must not guess your real

objective. Try to keep him unaware as long as possible. By

"condition” we mean that we can have an objective. and we can

have different conditions by which we can fulfill it.

Another objectivcx Alan as a lecturer will beg:

 

Speech. and being inexperienced he will then forget what no

has to say. The audience helps him silently. At this_mcment
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will yau take the objective: "I want to help him to get out

of this terrible state." ASter a long pause he will remember

the and of his lecture. but not the beginning which often

happens, but before he starts. try to carry on the objectivefi

Try to take the objective at the right timo - not artificially

too early or too late, but justify taking it at the right

moment. when he begins to speak. hesitatihg at the beginning.

carry on the objective until you see that you can leave it.

The purpose of the exercise is for taking, carrying on. and

leaving the objective at the right time. Try to get it in

your whole being. that is the secret. The head and every—

thing is free.


